Results.
The main goal of this paper is to obtain sharp remainder estimates for spectral asymptotics derived in papers of M.Sh.Birman , M.Sh. , M.Sh.Birman-A.Laptev-T.Suslina [BLS] , and M.Sh.Birman-T.Suslina [BS] 
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Further we assume that A is elliptic: So, Spec A has a zone character with possible overlapping of zones. Let us pick some energy level which is in the spectral gap: E ^ Spec A.
\A(x^)v\ ^ 60(1^ -
Later we consider also cases when E is either lower end or upper end of spectral gap: [E, E+e)n Spec A = {E}, {E -e,E] n Spec A = {E}.
Let W{x) == W{x^x) where (H2) W {x^y) and W(x^y) are Hermitian and periodic with period lattice F and transformation matrices {T} = {Ti,..., 7^} with respect to xâ
where W 7 is positive homogeneous with respect to y of degree -mp, and satisfies (0.9) as well.
Let us consider operator A --tW with t > 0. For each ( only finite number of eigenvalues of A belong to {E -e,E + e) if E resides within spectral gap; further, if E is the lower (upper) end of the spectral gap then under appropriate conditions for each t only finite number of eigenvalues of A belong to (£', E + e) ({E -6, E) respectively). All the eigenvalues are monotone decreasing functions of t.
Let N(r) be a number of the eigenvalues of A -tW (counting multiplicities) passing through E (reaching £', leaving E respectively) as t changes from 0+ to T-. We are interested in asymptotics of N(r) as r ~> +00. (ii) In assumptions of theorem 0.1 (i) with ^ > j^ standard Weyl asymptotics holds w4th the remainder estimate 0(r~^~) (and even o{r~^~} under standard condition to Hamiltonian trajectories).
(hi) In assumptions of theorem O.l(i) with /2 > 1 and 6 > 60 = 1 -{d -1)(/^ -1) asymptotics (0.10) holds witĥ
here y{x^,r} and P{x,^r) are the numbers of the negative eigenvalues of matrices A (x, x, ^) -rW(x, x) and A(x, ^) -rW(x, x) respectively and n(y, ^ X) is introduced in the manner similar to n{y,^r) for operators A and W. 
Further, let us assume that 
REMARK 0.4 (i) Due to condition (H3) operator A -E -tW "looks like"
A -tW in the case (b) with second order operator A (similar to -A) and we need to assume that ft > 1 to avoid -0 being a point of accumulation of the spectra of both these operators. In the case (a) operator A -E -tW "looks like" -A -tW and condition p > 1 seems to be "overkill".
(ii) It is known that condition (H3) holds for A = -A + V(x), D = 1 and the lowest Ai; in this case <^o = 0 is the only minimum point; the same is true for second order operator in divergent form. Now we consider the case ft = 1 with extra-logarithmic factor.
Theorem 0.1'. (i)
Let all the conditions of theorem 0.1 be fulfilled excluding (0.7)-(0.9) which are replaced by holds.
Further, under standard condition to Hamiltonian trajectories this asymptotics holds with the remainder estimate o(r^).
REMARK 0.7 (i) Similar statement holds as I = 2, ^2 = 1 but in this case z = log log log r, log$(z) ^ z, A/p(r) x r^ logr and one can take z{r) = 0.
(ii) Similar statement holds as I ^ 3, IJL = ^ = -• = ^_i = 1^ -oo < /^ < 1 but in this case A/p(r) x r^(log.. .logr)^"^" 1 .
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Definitely A/i is not a principal part but still it is larger than the remainder estimate.
(hi) On the other hand, asymptotics (0.22) with remainder estimate 0(7-^) and even o{r~r-} under standard condition to Hamiltonian trajectories holds for d ^ 3 for operator A = -A -V where V = -K\x\~2 as |.r| > c with Hardy constant K.
(iv) One can prove results similar to theorems 0.5, 0.6 in the case / = 1 with treschold at /ii = d~1) 2 .
REMARK 0.8 (i) The same asymptotics hold for operators not in R^ but in a domain X and with boundary condition BU\QX = 0_ where X and B coincide with X and B as |.r| > c where X + F = X, condition Bu = 0 is periodic with transformation matrices {Ti,..., 7^} and we assume that (A) there exist functions
(ii) Furthermore, the similar asymptotics hold for operators waveguides i.e. domains bounded in x 11 = (^+1,...,^) and satisfying above conditions with r C R^ 3 x' = (x^ ... ,Xd'} and Ti,... .T^; here d 1 < d.
(iii) On the other hand, the same asymptotics hold for operators with Weyl symbol a{x, <f -ax) where a is a matrix such that an e F' Vn e F. In this case 2 ! realized it after discussion with M.Sh.Birman. I will elaborate in the detailed paper.
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K^,{r} is the space of functions such that u(x + n) = T~nu(x)e i{an ' x}> . As an example one can consider Schrodinger operators with periodic magnetic field with "admissible" but not necessary vanishing flows over elementary cell.
1. Sketch of the proofs.
Reformulation of the problem
Let us notice first that N(<) is a number of eigenvalues of operator L == ir~^(A -E)W~2 belonging to [0,t) Moreover, even if E is the extreme of a spectral gap, conditions of our theorems assure that L is self-adjoint unbounded operator with compact inverse and therefore all above statements (save that A -E is invertible) remain true.
Operator-valued operators
One can try to apply arguments of Chapters 8,9 of [Ivrl] directly but they lead to sharp remainder estimates only if p^" 1 e L 1 even in frames of theorem 0.1. We need to involve operator-valued theory (also developed in [Ivrl] ) and we apply the following transformation (also engaged by Birman-Suslina):
Let K = KO,{T} introduced above and let us define an unitary operator
Obviously 7u{^,.) 6 K V^ € Q' and equality 
PROOF, is easy by direct calculations from (1.2). The only thing to notice is that we can treat the fast copy of x in R d in different w^ys than the slow one using periodicity with respect to fast x. 
PROOF.
(i) Follows from standard local spectral asymptotics.
(ii) follows from spectral asymptotics for operators with operator-valued symbols ) with B = (J+A)^ in K with the same arguments as in the proof of theorem 12.1.3 and similar statements in Chapter 12 [Ivrl] .
(iii) follows from the fact that zones in question is classically forbidden for operators with operator-valued symbols (theorem 4.3.2 [Ivrl] ) PROOF OF REMARK 0.2. Part (i) follows from proposition 1.2 including second part of its (i) assertion. Part (ii) is due to proposition 1.2(i) only.
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Note that if r 6 < h = r mr^ 1 then one can replace in proposition 1.2 (ii) n by n. Combining with second part of proposition 1.3(iii) we get (v) and with proposition 1.2(i) we get (iv).
To prove statement (iii) note that if r^r"^1"^ < r^-then one can replace in proposition 1.2 (ii) n by n. On the hand, one can employ the theory of operators with operator-valued symbols for propagation of singularities only. This yields standard Weyl asymptotics as in proposition 1.2(i) but with the remainder estimate C^r^2^1-^-2^2 ) +0(T^r( 1 -^-1 )) where the first part comes from the third term in complete Weyl asymptotics. One can find r satisfying first condition and making last expression less than 0(r~^1) iff 8 > 6o.
Proofs of theorems 0.3, 0.3'
To prove these two theorems (as well as theorem 0.5) we need only to treat zone {\x\ ^ Coro(r)} where operator in question is no more elliptic (which was classically forbidden before) and it is not even microhyperbolic here. To overcome this difficulty one can use condition (H3) and applying arguments of the first paragraph of section 4.4 [Ivrl] one can basically reduce the operator in question to similar operator which is scalar, with A and W replaced by A^p and Wp respectively while ^ is near ^p (zone is still classically forbidden ifminp |^-^| > e). Now 7 , since Gp is non-degenerate, we need no microhyperbolicity condition anymore -due to theorem 4.4.2 [Ivrl] . We can see then that the contributions of the ball B(x, j) (r = \x\) to the remainder estimate and to the principal part do not exceed C^T/^r 2 )^ and C{Tp m r fl }^ respectively as soon as uncertainty condition (rp^^r > e holds. Moreover, in the case (a) after rescaling this zone is classically forbidden and these contributions are ©((r^r 2 )" 5 ) and 0 respectively. Anyway, the total contribution of the zone {ro(r) ^ \x\ <, ri(r)} to the remainder estimate doesn't exceed what we got for zone {\x\ < ro{r)} and the contribution to the principal part is described by Weyl formula. Here and below ri(r) is obtained from equality (rp^^r = e. Now we need to consider zone [\x\ > ri(r)}. Note, that in the case (b) \k -E > -cA and it is ^ ei|a;|~2 as d ^ 3 while in the case (a) A^p -E ^ 6A. This makes this zone classically forbidden but effective Plank constant is x 1 there and to handle this one can apply arguments of chapter 8 of [Ivrl] . I leave details for the reader.
Case d = 2. I
To prove theorems 0.3, 0.3 7 in the case (b) for d = 2 and to prove theorems 0.5, 0.6 we need to analyze again zone {ro(r) ^ |:r| < ri(r)} (and even {Co ^ \x\ < ri(r)} and sharpen remainder estimate there. For this purpose we need to consider long-term propagation of singularities.
Introducing polar coordinates we obtain operator close to -9^+r~19r -r" 2^ -rW which we consider as operator-valued 1-dimensional operator for a sake of propagation. Introducing z = logr we obtain the operator -<9j + 9^ -rWi where Wi = r^l^c (we also made a transaction to operator in L 2^) instead of operator in L 2 (R + ,e 2 zdz)). Applying standard analysis like in [Ivrl] , section 4.4 we get T\ = 1 + min(log rlm , log T^) for this operator and T = rTi for the original problem. Then we gain factor rT(r, r)~1 = in remainder estimate integral J* r2p2T~lrdr which will be 0(r2) and even less than c(ro)r2 with e -^ 0 as ro -^ oo. On the other hand, second (actually third) term in complete Weyl asymptotics is of magnitude f r'^dr == logri(r) = o(r^).
Case d = 2. II
To prove theorems 0.5, 0.6 we need to study zone {|;r| >_ n(r)} which is no more classically forbidden. In this zone we apply operator-valued theory completely. Let us decompose ^(S) into eigenspaces of Dj and notice that all the eigenspaces save the lowest one are classically forbidden and applying the same arguments as in [Ivr2] we basically can reduce operators A -E and W to DrgDr and W. I leave details to the reader. Let us omit index p for simplicity.
Introducing coordinate z as in theorem 0.5 we get over {z > z{r)} quadratic forms J g\DzV\ 2^1 dz and fr^V^f^dz where K, == d^1 ; this is equivalent to f G^z^WY^^T^^^dz and f ^^dz. Operator associated with these two forms is D^gD^ + ^g 
